A Potpourri of Thirty Two
01 April 2016
From a reader's self described "crazy brain", which as you will see, is anything but crazy.
Q1.
Are there any humans born on Earth and was still living on Earth, living on other planets as we
speak?
C:
Yes, however only visiting. Mostly these human visitors to other worlds spend time aboard ET
ships.
Q2.
Is English as a language spoken in other parts of the Universe?
C:
No, however it is understood, as are all human languages studied. Bear in mind, the telepathic
communication which receives and understands thought energy also extracts this from written words and
recorded & replayed spoken words. This makes the extraction of meaning from the sounds and groups of
sounds far easier to interpret, than most humans believe language is learn-able. The ability to write in a
language is also not so challenging, as we might think.
Q3.
The movie "THE ABYSS" describes intelligent beings in the bottom of our oceans - Is there any
truth to this movie, with the meaning - "Are there intelligent beings in the oceans" (with intelligent,
meaning - as intelligent as humans or more).
C:
No. There is deep sea life and it possesses intelligence but this does not translate to the level of
cognitive and critical thought in which humans engage.
Q4.
If sugar is not really good for our bodies, why is our brains programmed to reward it so much?
C:
Scarcity, in the case of sugar. It is a nutrient extracted and concentrated. Human and animal
physiology prefers the source food, but accepts the concentrated extract, and often forms habits. There are
many substances which are not beneficial or do harm that invoke a reward in their consumer, in the
human or animal ingesting them. This is a characteristic of the human body and brain, and often
employed as a life challenge and lesson. Many animals would also fall into the habit of doing this, if
nutrients and substances could be extracted.
Q5.
Would it be logically to conclude that pushing human boundaries - in any way possible - is more
learning for the common soul community than doing the same thing as someone else and especially, doing
same things over and over again? (For example, extreme physical endurance, strain, pain, is more
rewarding for a soul than walking with dog around the house?)
C:
For some humans, yes. Not for all. Each of you pursues a unique course.
Q6.
Because I now know "more" about the soul / spirit / ET-world, means that every time I go
masturbate, I'm thinking that the entire Universe is watching which gives me a bit of guilt - Do ET's
watch me just like they watch any other show on Earth? (I know they going to say yes, I hate them already
lol)
C:
Yes, some ETs do observe humans in intimate moments humans consider as such, however only
with permission. Human privacy is not invaded arbitrarily, and human choices and preferences are given
the highest priority of respect.
Q7.
Do some magicians (on Earth) get help by spirits to perform some of their tricks? For what
reason?
C:
Yes and to demonstrate possibilities of physics not yet discovered.
Q8.
What is the TOTAL NUMBER of bodies (including animals and humans) that has a physical body
are SELF AWARE on the planet at this very moment?
C:
This requires a definition of self awareness as precise as the understand of total. Many billions,
more than twenty.

Q9.
Are there any "ships" located in the rings of Saturn? Are some of them actually the reason why
some of the rings actually exist on Saturn?
C:
Yes, however not permanently there. These visitors come and go and remain for certain periods as
their purposes and objectives require. The rings do not exist because of space travelers, they are a product
of the planet's creation. They exist as decoration, and their existence is not as haphazard or coincidental as
the physical analysis of the birth and formation of the planet might suggest. They are beautiful, are they
not? As you come closer to them, there awaits beauty in these rings and the shadows they create, that
cannot yet be described.
Q10. If one would try to transcribe into words in English my soul contract, how many characters of
text would that be? Who / What is constructing the contract / agreement in the first place?
C:
You construct the agreement and if written into human words built of letters, not the typical
characters of some human languages where words are often one single character, there would be
approximately two pages of what you call A4 paper in the country of English, approximately one
thousand five hundred to two thousand of such characters, including word spaces and marks, that which
you call punctuation.
11.
C:

Are there any ET's trying to crossbreed humans with ET's as we speak?
No.

12.
If I ask my guides for help, what kind of help are they most likely to respond to? Would asking out
loud, or really really meaning it make any difference?
C:
Any type of help they can give. Anything you ask with sincerity is heard. If using vocal chords
and sounds help create emphasis and urgency, then do so and this will be understood, also. Help is always
within and according to your soul's needs and agreements, as YOU wrote them.
13.
If I dream I'm going to die soon, can I prevent my foreseen death by wishing that now is not my
time or is the soul contract / agreement superseding any other wills?
C:
Both.
14.
C:

Do all humans get an afterlife if they want?
Yes, however it is better than humans envision, in nearly all cases.

15.
What is the easiest way to call upon a spirit? Imagine their face? Saying their names?
C:
If you wish to imagine a face or name, which spirits do not have, then choose and give them these
things and the spirit will adopt and use them for and with you, happily and gladly.
16.
Is it fair to say that spirits permeate the entire world at every single spot there is? They basically
exist on several layers everywhere?
C:
Yes. It is more than fair; it is true.
17.
I.
II.

Could I improve my "life" in heaven by what I'm doing on Earth?
Would living a hard and painful life make the afterlife more rewarding?
Would living a life in extreme make the afterlife more rewarding as my imagination would be
more developed?
Would doing good to other people (think Mother Teresa) give me more heaven-points?
Yes, these are simultaneous, you are in Heaven now, but on a trip that makes it appear as if you

III.
C:
are not.
i. If your plan and lesson involves these things, yes.
ii. Same answer
iii. No, unless you seek these for yourself, then yes.

18.
Do spirits and ET's guide and protect people by helping them on a continuous basis to guide them
to follow the agreement-plan?
C:
Yes. Continuous does not equal constant and permanent. Great latitude exists, as part of your free
will to choose within each situation you plan to encounter.

19.
If spirits / ET's left the Earth untouched, unaffected what would happen? People would die more
in traffic accidents? Invaded by hostile alien force? (I'm referring to question number 18)
Similar Q: How many people would die today if guides were not to intervene to prevent this?
C:
This question cannot be given a proper answer, as the hypothetical circumstances described are
not happening.
20.
How many Reptilian aliens are living on Earth as we speak? How far away, measured in Light
Years is their home planet? (If several, the closest one) (Home planet = Planet where they are born,
outside Earth)
C:
None and approximately one hundred.
21.
Dulce Underground base - does it exist? Was there ever a battle between humans and ET's there?
What is the main purpose of that base?
C:
No, it does not exist. No, there was never such conflict.
22.
A previous question from a reader asked if it is possible to replay previous events in history - as a
spirit - can I replay any moment in any world in the Universe as if I was there, not just a faint memory?
C:
Yes, and in greater detail than you can imagine.
23.
C:

When a human becomes self-aware - what happens in that very moment?
This question answers itself. Awareness happens.

24.
Have there been any dogs or cats that have become self-aware? What animals on Earth are selfaware?
C:
The definition and criteria of self awareness will cause many answers to apply. Generally, animals
that sleep and dream.
25.
In the moment we die and we move over to the spirit world - Do we keep our personalities as on
Earth - just more insightful? Like waking up from a long dream and suddenly realize that reality is so
much larger?
C:
Yes, your question is a good and accurate description.
26.
For what reason are we programmed to need sleep? What could I do (as a human) to minimize
the need for sleep without depraving my normal functions? From my understanding many other bodies or
soul/spirit-vessels don't need sleep, yet living perfectly well.
C:
Sleep is required to escape the body and return home to where your essence and existence truly
belong. As human studies have demonstrated, the human mind shreds itself if sleep is denied, called
psychosis. This is why. Your soul must detach from the body, on a regular basis, for both body and soul to
thrive. You cannot minimize sleep and maintain or enhance the functions of the body, these do not match
up. There are other races with less or no need for sleep as humans understand it, as there are also many
other physical beings on Earth that do not breathe air but rather water.
27.
Has Earth a (numerical) designation in the ET-collective language? What is it?
C:
There is no collective ET language and Earth does not have an assigned number or designation.
Earth has a unique energetic signature, as do all things and places in the universe. The signature has color,
shape and form all of which can be expressed by numbers, if required. A digital interpretation of the
analogue existence, if you will.
28.
The Committee mentioned earlier that all ET's can speak and read any language on Earth. Is this
because they have some kind of device doing the translation for them or they are born with this gift or
they are super intelligent and can learn any language in a flash?
C:
Question 2.
29.
Can a spirit occupy several bodies at the same time? Be a human and a cheetah at the same
time? If they meet eye-to-eye, would they know they are the same soul? If the Cheetah kills the human, the

spirit would basically kill itself?
C:
Yes, your soul and the lives and incarnations occur simultaneously, at the same "time" as you
might say. From the Earth sequential calendar, no, however this is an illusion from the viewpoint of your
soul. You cannot be a cheetah and human and encounter yourselves physically, but you do so in your
soul's true home, absent the Earth calendar imagery used only by Earth humans. The cheetah uses no
calendar, so half the Earth equation also does not perceive the illusion the human prefers.
30.
The Committee mentioned earlier that even a stone has some kind of spirit, just less of spirit than
a human. If the answer on Q29 is NO, it means that every grain of sand in the world is occupied by a
single spirit? If so, for how long do they do that? A grain can't die can it?
C:
Many types of things have a soul energy, collective when there are no individual organisms
exercising free will, such as sand. Yes, there is a sand energy and an ocean energy and a water energy, one
for air, soil and so forth as far as you care to identify and name each element and component of Earth.
31.
If answer to Q29 is YES, how many bodies can a single spirit occupy? Can these bodies have
different personalities? Where does these personalities derive from, if the spirit itself has one specific
personality?
C:
One body at a time, along the Earth calendar sequence.
32.
What was the reason people built The Derinkuyu underground city? Could you tell us a bit of the
history of that fascinating place?
C:
There is no human constructed underground city on Earth, that you can visit and observe.

Comments
Mike 1/4/2016 13:53:10
Do spirit guides move on from you at anytime. Like when you are in your twenties in earth years, do those guides
move on to someone else and be replaced by different guides when you reach your thirties for example.
Can your soul ever separate itself from the spirit world so as to be alone
I know some spirits like to have an essence of a home in the afterlife (although this is not required). It would be good
to have a spirit world version of cribs as a topic.
Patrick 1/4/2016 14:19:50
Q1. Do spirit guides move on from you at anytime. Like when you are in your twenties in earth years, do those guides
move on to someone else and be replaced by different guides when you reach your thirties for example.
C: Yes, however there is always at least one guide who remains with you always. Often a pair or trio, and many other
guides come and go as needed, as requested and as offered. You do this as you sleep and confer and sometimes,
your permanent guides call them into your service. The situation and challenges you encounter in life make these
changes happen.
Q2: Can your soul ever separate itself from the spirit world so as to be alone.
C: No. To do this you would have to become something you can never be, either physically or spiritually. The concept
of being truly alone is a creation and direct result or effect of the Earth physical separation a journey in a body
involves.
Q3: I know some spirits like to have an essence of a home in the afterlife (although this is not required). It would be
good to have a spirit world version of cribs as a topic.
C: This is so vast and diverse a subject, an encyclopedia would be needed to address it.
Yang 2/4/2016 02:47:32
Schizophrenic thoughts arise when one think that I AM having talks with OTHER spirits about ME and no one tells
"me" lol.
Yang 2/4/2016 02:51:49
There is a book, "My life after Death" that goes into great detail about a spirits constructed "crib" in the afterlife.
Recommended.
(http://channelingerik.com/my-life-after-death/)
Susie S 1/4/2016 17:22:00
Cool questions and answers.

LOL No. 6. I've had some of my guides spell out Masturbate. I'm saying to them "Did you just spell that out" LOL
Yang 2/4/2016 02:41:38
The number of times Patrick and The Committée humbles me have lost count.
Q1 - Wow, pretty cool!
Q2 - This somehow implies that spoken languange of any sorts is very basic in the Universe. Oh my, we are in the
bottom of the food chain!
Q3 - Well, I kind of new it. The movie is a sci-fi classic I can see over and over again, highly recommended.
Q4 - Hmm.... I have to "digest" that answer - I wouldn't consider sugar a scarce product, as it exist in nature in free
form (fruits, berries). Many other useful foods doesn't give the same reward, being healthier and even more rare.
Q6 - To all Aliens: "All your invitation cards are revoked!" :)
Q7 - Very cool.
Q8 - Self aware - Aware of its own existence - Knowing YOU are in the mirror. 20 billions... wow.
Q9 - I recommend people that wants to read about this topic from a human perspective to read Norman Bergrund's
book "The Ringmakers of Saturn". That book brought me to this very site (albeit not on a straight line).
Q10 - One wonders how specific our soul agreement is. Of course it varies but assuming it would be VERY specific it
would probably cover several thousand pages. Apparently, it isn't - Only "highlights". It would be interesting to see
one.
Q12 - I have actually started to ask my guides (or whoever is listening) for advice and help. Last week I bought a
cheap multimeter from the store. It didn't work. It refused to give me any consistent data for 20 minutes and just as I
was to throw it in the gargabe bin, I said to myself - wait, maybe my guides can help me. I messaged them the
following; "Hello guides, can you help me? Throwing this equipment won't do anyone good. It is not going to help me
nor you or the planet." I took a deep breath and - it started to work. Flawlessly. Coincidence or they really helped me?
I believe in the latter. However, I also believe there must be room for doubts - because I tried the same with a battery
I knew was "f**ked" and I asked them like 20 times, but the batteri is still dead. If the battery had started to work, I
would know for certain it was them. So clearly there are rules in the way they interact and help.
Q19 - I have many times - while driving in traffic in Thailand, been thinking why there are no more accidents. Why I
am still alive after innumerous times I have been close to death. I do think I have been protected many times but I just
didn't know.
Q20 - So close! Anyone seen Jupiter Ascending and been thinking it is almost like real?
Q21 - What on earth does all information about it stem from? The amount of information about this specific base is
staggering.
Q22 - Can't wait! (Almost...)
Q26 - Sleeping is the one thing that bugs me. I hate going to sleep, I just do it because I have to. Seriously, do you
guys need 8 hours every night to discuss my life? Really? :)
Q30 - Hmm....
Q32 - People and humans are not the same thing in my vocabulary, but I should have used the term "Intelligences".
I'd like to know WHO built it, for what reason - did they escape from some cataclysm or were they a vampire like race
that shunned from sunlight. And if ET's did it - it is even MORE interesting.
Patrick, that you take the time for this, with equal dose of patience and accuracy can only be truly explained by a
poet, however I'm none so here is my version: ..... (I'm trying to communicate my love telepathically).
Thank you Patrick and the Committée.
BK 2/4/2016 13:27:55
Rockin' questions and answers! Bring on the Crazy Brain!
Joe G 2/4/2016 19:40:14
If humans were created by ET's then who created them ?
Patrick 2/4/2016 20:08:11
Other ETs

